Gura

T

he Gura are a race of humanoid, ape-like
creatures. Their bodies are covered in fur,
though their faces resemble a human's. They
live in places of wilderness, tending to reside
among the treetops of jungles, rainforests, and,
in some worlds, temperate forests. Gura find
talent in the martial arts and in feats of
strength. It is widely believed that the Gura are descendants
of the legendary Balguras—a race of demons who represent
savagery and brutality—and have mixed blood with humans.

Enlightened Warriors...
There are two main tribes of Gura, the first being the Sun
Tribe who while sharing the heritages of the Balgura, grew
along side nearby populations of humans as well as monkeys.
The Sun Tribe Gura are much shorter and resemble
monkeys. Their built very similar to humans, though tend to
be a little on the shorter side.
These Gura adhere strongly to their tribal order—founded
in law and reason—and tend to be raised as monks. The Sun
tribe names itself after the legend of the great hero, Sun
Wukong.

...And Savage Beasts
The second variety of Gura are the Bal Tribe whom grew
along side apes and embraced their dark ancestry. These
Gura are very large in stature and and resemble their ape
counterparts.
The Bal Tribe's order is based in a hierarchy of strength,
political disagreements within the Bal Tribe are settled in
brawl. The Bal Tribe takes its name from its brutal ancestors,
the Balgura. Often warriors of these tribes are refered to as
Bal Guras.

Stories of Old
Gura take pride in the stories of their ancestors who
journeyed away from their tribe and took up lives of
adventuring. Stories of these Gura are charished through
generations of tribes and shared through the migration of
individual Gura to other tribes.
While Gura come from two major tribes, both varieties
organize themselves into smaller clans and tribes with their
own names and traditions.

Gura Names
Gura names typically consist only of a first name, though
many will preface their name with the name of their tribe or
the area they come from. Other Gura who venture away from
their tribe often pick a second name for themselves
mimicking other races.
Gura choose their own names at a young age. Often they're
names are based off those of nearby cultures of humans or
elves, othertimes a Gura will pick a name for itself based on
virtues or their appearance. Gura also have their own set of
traditional names based on the names of legendary heroes.
Legendary Names: Jiashe, Wukong, Minjie, Chusheng,
Shouxing, Huoquan, Whitecoat, Transcendance, Titan,
Honor

A Life of Adventure:
Gura are encouraged to venture away from home and
seek lives of excitement like the heroes of their culture.
As such, while Gura warriors tend to be Monks and
Barbarians, it is easy to find training of near any variety
within a Gura tribe.

Gura Traits
Ability Score Increases. Your Dexterity score increases by 2.
Age. Gura reach adulthood in their teens and live for less
than a century.
Alignment. Most Gura follow the alignment of their tribes.
The Sun Tribe of Gura tends to be lawful and generally
good, whereas the Bal Tribe tends to be savage and chaotic
and are often pulled to the nature of their evil ancestors.
Size. Gura in general tend to be around the size of their
human relatives, but their size varies slightly based on their
tribe. The Bal Tribe tends to produce larger Gura of around
5'5" to 7 feet, while the Gura of the Sun Tribe are often a
tad shorter around 4'5" to 5'5" in height.
Speed. Your base walking speed is 30. You also have a climb
speed 40.
Languages. You can write, speak and write Common and
Primordial.
Subraces. There are two main subraces of Gura that have
evolved into opposed tribes.

Sun Tribe

Ability Score Increase. Your Wisdom is increased by 1.
Swinging From Vines. You are proficient in Acrobatics.
Born Among Branches. When determining jump distances,
you can chose to use Dexterity instead of Strength.
Nimble Grasp. When you attempt to grapple a creature, you
may use Dexterity (Acrobatics) instead of Strength
(Athletics).

Bal Tribe
Ability Score Increase. Your Strength is increased by 1.
Culture of Strength. You are proficient in Athletics.
Broad Shouldered. +1 bonus to Armor Class while you are
not wearing armor. Armor you wear must be specially
tailored to you due to your large stature, when buying from
sources that do not normally cater to Gura this could cost
you an additional fifth of the armor's normal cost, or be
tailored to you buy a smith. Armor that is not tailored to
you decreases your speed by 10.
Savage Brawling. You are proficient with unarmed strikes,
which are 1d4 bludgeoning damage on a hit.
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Credit
The included artwork is "BA05 Sun Wukong" by DeviantArt
user "herionz". I have yet to obtain permissions for this
image. Here is the source:
http://herionz.deviantart.com/art/BA05-Sun-Wukong365365051
This document was made using Natural Crit's The
Homebrewery v1.4. http://www.naturalcrit.com/homebrew/
This homebrew race was made for Wizards of the Coast's 5th
Edition Dungeons & Dragons RPG. It was made by
/u/jatatcdc with help from a friend. It is part of the "Finessed
Content" series for http://www.jackaloupe.com/.
This is v0.1 of Finessed Content: Gura Race for D&D 5e.

Plans
Once this race is perfected, I plan on offering the basic pdf for
free on my website as well as an expanded pdf with notes on
my thought process in designing this, ideas for customizing
the race, and notes for DMs intending to run a campaign with
this race.
I intend on offering more content like this as part of a series
I'm calling "Finessed Content" (name definitely subject to
change).
With regards to changes to this specific document and
concept, I'd like to flesh out the cultural side of this race a bit
and offer better naming ideas. I also want to include more art
and get the rights to using art for this.
I don't expect changes to the gameplay of this race, it feels
powerful but balanced right now. The only chnages I'm
considering are adding a few "rare subraces." If I go forward
with that, I'll either include them in the next version or
include notes on them.
-Jackaloupe (/u/jatatcdc)
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